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Introduction

'Development, is. a. process .of both growth ar}d change, involving not

only economic" and demographic facxors, "but also social, cultural,
educational, moral and other considerations„

.,..= ■•

It is a process essentially

requiring occasional regeneration of. the on tire system of adult or. lifotime' educa'tipn., with a view., to reshaping sducational systems to become
more effectively, instrumental,in serving the purposes and coping .with
the needs of the community through manpower development, -

Only through .a regeneration, a.rethinking of the whole of the
aims, purposes and machinery} including a reappraisal of results, can

educational systems "be expanded, made more productive in keeping

with today's needs, and at the same time qualitatively.improvod to
keep pace with the rapid evolution of knowledge.
Only hy regenerating
the ends. and.means, th9 organization.and the content of education, can
one hope to., escape from the dilemma of how to reconcile, -tw.o .equally
urgent requirements:

that of quantity, which is one aspect, of the

"democratization" of education, and quality, in other words .productivity ■
and the capacity to contribute to the progress of the community.
Regeneration essentially requires using resources, to the utmost

.

so that qualitative improvements, match.quantitative expansion, releasing-

the energies of a very considerable human potential which has too long
been inactive,: The purpose is -or should "be- to provide, greater

opportunities'If.or -re-rexamination,, reform, and innovation in three
spheres - those of technology, the intellect and morals.
Hence education
and culture should jointly provide an.all-embracing and integrated plans
for

manpower development.

-.-....

This concept combined with a new concept for cultural development,

as one of the/.,p.ssential factors in general development,

form the core ■ ■■

of Egypt's relevant policies and plans.. The trend asserts' that
development, which has for long been, associated with economio pre

occupations, is now linked with educational;and cultural phenomena.
is both logical and natural since the main objeotivo is to tuild up

•

This

Egypt anew,.through building up the individual and the community.
After all, man is the means and the end.of development.

AB detailed later, in this papers the Division of Public Service
of the ..American University in Cairo, has been actively contributing
..
to adult .education in Egypt for almost half a century.
Yet in recent ■

years (einoe 1-965) "this institution, has been remarkably developed as ■
research and service centre, rendering educational, cultural and .
professional, programmes based, oh surveys and studies of .the actual

needs of the community.

.

.

However,, this ..will.;be, touched upon' in detail,

■ In the course of the last decade intensive campaigns have been.
.'. ..
■launched for literacy and occupational literacy throughout the country
despite war. and other circumstances, - Sixty-three -houses of culture,
throughout the country are'.active'ly conducting educational and cultural .
services to adults as well, as to -.children.... Centres are equipped with
libraries and audio-visual aids. Some centres are even equipped with ;
small workshops for technical instruction and training/
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■■

While it is the main concern of this paper to survey the activities
conducted by the Division of Public Service in the area of adult education,

this "work should not overshadow the efforts of other institutions and
organizations.
'
'
..
.

.-.

We should pay tribute to work accomplished by the American Cultural

Centre in the early sixties, the British Council with its different

"branches as well as the national institution under the name of "The

University of the Masses".

We should also mention in this respect the drastic efforts of thb
Socialist Union in the area of combating illiteracy as woll as promoting
further education for those adults who did"not have their fair share
of education for one reason or another.

However, as the bulk of the responsibility of adult education is
shouldered at present by the Division of Public Servico of the American..
University in Cairo, the present.paper will handle its efforts and...
activities in detail.

In addition to the services offered at present by th-5 American
University in Cairo, three, national universities in Egypt have recently
established extension divisions for non-credit- adult education programmes,

along the lines followed by the Division of Public Service of the American

University in Cairo, guided by our experiences in the vitally important
area of adult education for community and manpower development,
;
Towards a Philosophy of Adult Education

While there are clearly many areas of sameness among adults every
where, there are also areas of difference such'as the.unique human
characteristics that provide interest and zest in our association with
one another.
These human differences vary.
Some make living an
experience

of never-ending interest and wonder;

others

tend

to negate

our struggle to achieve a richer civilization.
On the other hand,
because of historical, cultural, political and social differences among
nations as well as differences in stages and objectives of development,
the aims and means of education vary from country to country.
It should not be surprising, then, that philosophies of adult
education can and do vary because of the people involved, the place and
the time.
This does riot mean that these philosophies have nothing
in common, for they all concern the central area of relationship from,
which human and national development radiates; on the other hand, it
does not mean that any one philosophy is necessarily as good as another.

It would, however, be pretentious to think* of one philosophical base '
of adult education as so universal in character as to be called the
philosophy of adult education-.

Assuming that one purpose, of any philosophy is to establish*a common
point of reference,

an integrated viewpoint,

ideas, attitudes, and practices,

toward certain beliefs,,

than what"follows here can properly be. ■

called a_ philosophy of adult education.

,
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The general concepts and underlying principles used in this paper -

were first theoretically projected and then had their applicability
tested*
They have "been derived, over a period: of eight years, partly
from theory and partly from practice. We feel"that they can be .translated
into useful operational techniques.
Experience haB shown that many of
these' concepts ar:e applicable or can be adapted to other programmes of
adult

education.

Our philosophy presented here, recognizes thd value of preserving
the uniqueness of individuals and groups within a reasonably disciplined
social context., This philosophy of adult education basically points toward
the use of adult education for the development of free, creative and
.c^sponsible citizens in order to advance both human maturation and national
development

processes.

In summary, the philosophy of adult education underlying planning
and developing the programmes of the D.P.S.* i-r based upon the belief

that:. \
.. ,T.

■■"•'■■"

"

2.'

■

. ■

\

immediate impact.

The recent impact of the advancement of science and the
technological change which has occured during the last six
decades, made the pre-service training more complex and the
continuous retraining of workers a necessity.
The" speed of
this change makes it necessary to enable workers - at all
levels of production— to maintain, improve or adapt their
occupational proficiency by continually renewing their basic
training.

3.

'

Training of. adults who are already on the" job is an important
process of increasing productivity in developing and less
developed countries.
Education of children and development
of young human resources will have its impact on the -economic
development of the country after ten or even twenty y^ars,
while the education of adults and the potential contribution of
efforts devoted to improving their skills on the other hand
have an

■

.

'•■•'.

Education is not completed wh'en a man or a woman leaves regular
school and goes to work.
It is a continuing process which goes
on throughout life.
This continuing educational process should
be concerned with all aspects of life, including the growth of
the individual as an individual with aesthetic and intellectual
development,-as well as his physical and vocational development.

Division of Public Service,
University in Cairo, Egypt.

the Adult Education Unit of tHe American
'
.
'
■
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Adults

have untapped resources

should be utilized.
capacity
■

to

important,

study

learn is weakened

process

to

provide

to continue so

are not" lost.

5.

Ordinary men and women have within
tha

■

"

spiritual

that

.

ano.

"by disuse.

It is

opportunities- for the

: ■■'■

ties

potential

They want to and can learn)$: '"but their

and

therefore,

■educational

of creative

that

'

these

learning skills

■■'

_

themselves and

intellectual

resources

,

their

adequate

communi
to

the

solution of their own problems, but, because of lack of knowledge
" and lack of leadership, these resources often are not mobilized

•

or directed in

■■'
1

6.

constructive ways.

Better

understanding of*

.

freedom, discipline; development and responsibility' promotes
the discovery and productive use of our talents-

The primary tasks of adult education therefore,

are to awaken

people to the possibilities and requirements of modern life,
'to. help -them gain knowledge and leadership abilities and to
provide ■ channels of communication among different cultural-,
occupational

and

social

groups

so

that the

problems of our new society may be sought
background in the interest of all peopleo
is

■

to

and spiritual.

Adult education should
of people and society.,

'

partici-

ment of schooling.

While

adults

vocational,

in

acquiring
or

'

deal with the actual and living concerns
It is a natural continuation and fulfill

personal

provision

must always be made

technioal

development

adult education must also be seen
developing and healthy society.

and

and wise

as

to

aid

professional

use

a normal
■■■■•■

of

leisure

time,

activity of a

The shortage of"trained- manpower, the increasing demand for
broad.,

flexible,

technical

problems

and

imaginative

specialized

facing Egypt

capacities

cf all

leadership and

abilities

today.

are

the need

some

of

The maximum development

citizens is essential

education can contribute
and leadership,.
:
Our first problem in
not

to

tho

together or we
countries

peace.

survival

of the

of the-world trust

learn

understanding,

Adult

of trained manpower

to survive*

fittest;
live

and

that are destroyed by ignorance

It is

either we

Survival requires
to

acute

of the

the continuation

development

perish together.

Mutual respect,

qualities

the

the world of today is

a question of the

vive

to

for

the- most

of economic and social development of the nation.

9-

the

provido imaginative'training for effective social

competence

8.

for

pation, and for helping adults to act responsibly in the
several aspects cf their adulJ; life:, political, vocational,
cultural

7.'

solution

using the broadest
In short the task

sur

that

together in.

sympathy are

and

fostered by"

knowledge of other ways of life and development.
Adult
education, in today's divided world can play an important
role in
world

promoting

peace.

international

understanding and

attaining

'

10.

Present

educational
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institutions,

5

■

.

especially universities,

must look upon Continuing and Adult Education as one of their
major responsibilities and must build adult education into
their "basic patterns and their regular budgets *
Throughout the world, men and women are making learning a life
long process.
Indeed, it can be said that endless learning is today
within the reach of nearly everyone, provided that each person has the
necessary will.
Nonetheless, many educational systems and the mental
habits of most people incorporate the view that instruction and education
should be confined to the period of childhood and adolescence.
After
that, the individual is regarded as an adult; he becomes a member of the
so-called "active" population and that is the end of his education.
This view ill befits contemporary reality.
Modern civilization
is spreading and changing at such a rate that an adult may find during

his lifetime that his educational background, professional qualifications,
social.position, cultural values and world views are challenged.
Nor does this trend soem likely to stop.
If we can draw any .
prophecy from contemporary experience* it would suggest that the modern
man will be faced by an even more accelerated rate of change than he
has known heretofore and by a proliferation of knowledge that will make

■present skills and knowledge rapidly obsolete.
technological revolution will continue
it

through new systems of

This industrial and

to transform our environment,

transportation

and communication,

better

je
'

utilization of new

increased

forms of energy, better health and longer life, or
productivity and more leisure time through laboursaving devices.

TheGe changes require profound psychologicalj

social and professional

adjustments/ A rethinking and re-ordering of human relationships are
necessary if we are to maintain a viable social order and preserve the

dignity of-man.
Adults must seek enlightenment on new isnues and devise
solutions to problems which are multiplying too fast to permit postpone
ment.
All the solutions cannot await the preparation of a new generation
of adults.
Today's adults have within themselves powerful spiritual and
intellectual resources, but many need to oe given the tools by means :
of which they can solve problems, avoid professional obsolescence and1
come to terms with their new environment.
The imperative for continuing
education comes from the very nature of the modern world, in which no
single Education/elementary, secondary, university or otherwise, can
be

certain

to

prepare

one

for

the needs

of a lifetimes.

In its broadest sense, adult education is concerned with the
spread of general, social, vocational and professional knowledge to all
members of the adult public.
Its specific objectives vary with the
needs of the particular society it serves.
In highly developed' countries,
the emphasis seems to be on the liberal enrichment of the adult.
In

developing countries, continuing education is not widespread, but where
it exists emphasis tends toward specific skill training, in response
not only tothe needs of individuals and groups, but also to the country
as a whole.
Given the limited educational resources of developing

■ WP.6/ED/1Y
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countries,
adapted

.

.

it

is reasonable

to national needs

requirements

that

educational

investments

in line with each nation's

be

particular

of development,.

This means
informal

to expect

and be

that

adult education

educational

facilities

should complement other formal and

in society.

It

should be

integrated

into the formal system so that at whatever level an individual completes
his

formal

with his

education

there will

particular interest

If the

be

and

a level

of

adult

education

commensurate ,

needs.'

foregoing re"vie*~ presents an- accuxats picture .of the phi
education and its potential in aociety, we should'

losophy of continuing

ask how

the

philosophy can be

The

reply,

has

the. physical- facilities,

in

the

one

thinks

community and

learning.

,

Because

implemented

and the

quite naturally of the

potential realized.'

university.

much of the needed manpower,

an atmosphere, of free

the university is

The

university

general

inq_uiry conducive to

prestige

effective

already equipped -rith most of the
programme; it might seem to

resources needed for a continuing education

be the logical choice
Even so,
and

it

is

to take

equally clear

on continuing education as
that there

is

a, public^service.

a. largo gap between

theory

effective implementation'.

Traditionally,
cultivation .of the

the

university has

few' or the

bsen concerned with the

intellectual

professional education cf the elite.-

Know

ledge has been the esoteric preserve of the' scholar.
Social .concern'
within the walls of -the university has beer, limited or nonexistent,,
The University ha3 performed two generally accepted functions:
research and teaching.
Through research, scholars acquired knowledge
of the past and added new knowledge to the existing stock.
Through
teaching they transmitted to the next generation, the skills, culture
and ways

of thinking neoossary for the young to

responsibility in

society,,

■

assume

positions

of

.

This was at the same time an expensive and an elitist approach,
for an age when society did not offer or require education for

suitable

most individuals.

Today,

many people ne&& some

of

the

skills

or

knowledge that universities offer, but they need them packaged in
dosos appropriate to their personal situation.
Standard university
admission and d^greo requirements make no
true,

of course,

subjects

that

sense

to

ouch people.

that there is also demand for vocational

ara

usually not

and

It is

other

offered in universities.
i

Despite

the heavy inertia of tradition and

complete match between
university

has

popular noeds

c. great potential

through continuing education.
it has become commonplace
pimply in

terms

research and

for

to

and
fill

university offerings,
in

serving

its

in
the

community

Perhaps, in .recognition of this potential
universities

of research and. teaching,

service.

\

this partial but

to define their'roles,
but in terms

of

not

teaching,

.
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Too ready acceptance of; the :tse.Tvi0Q". role should be'cause for
caution.
It'is easy to state a purpose, hard to make o, fact.
Broad
statements of purpose ccn be er.ous'ns for inaction when they are not

implemented' effectively.
For example'; 'soae universities say that their
"public service" role* consists of ■"■only producing graduates who go on to .
serve society.
This in itself requires no major adaptation of community ;■
needs.
Other universities have -ialcoii some more constructive steps, and:
have altered their existing pro^waiiunsh; to suit local requirements.
For
example, many universities give courses' in the evening for individuals
who wish to enroll part-time in a decree programme,, possibly even a new
degree programme tailored-in ras^cttsd J;o' community demands.
While this
reflects a new flexibility within the university, it- still forces the' degree
pattern on people who do not need ii; or .who are not qualified -for it.

Few universities have been wiiHing i;o open up their doors-to thecommunity at large.Explanations for thiu reluctance are varied.
It
could be because of academicians- distaste at The possibility of coming
into contact with the masses.
It-could-be because of ■ an exaggerated ■■■
fear of the cost of such an effort,.
Or, it. could be simply that in the
course of their normal work, academic-if-iiB have never beon asked to
consider

the

possibility.

,

Today, universities, particularly those in developing countries,
should free themselves from vueir traditional elLtisa and should findnew and more effective rnears' of serving their societies.
In developing
countries,where funds invested in education are: very limited,' efforts need
to be made to reduce thw £er__ca.pita cost of education.
Through-continuing
education it is possible to 'hi-ing mo:co education to more poople at a
minimum cost, since the stuc<3nt. only studies-what he believes is necessary
for him.
The search for Rociaj. service in cal universities might we'll . '

include the acceptance of continuing education a3 a major responsibility,
one to be reflected in their stateme.i-ns o:f: purpose, their organisational

"patterns, and their regular budgets .

-J .

..- .

The aim of "bringing, ."the university to uor.tinuing education is to

bring knowledge and education to -liiV7 taking dun aooourix of c.he demands
and nature of modern Individuals aiod societies, v/hose oevelopraent as
illuminated by the -ieaohinfr of hu-^an soienoes a;:d the requirements of
economic and social 'beutermeivfc.

In this paper ve ara' p.vesen1;:Li^ a case utudy or.-, a model of a

university'adult education uvo^rP-mme , ■ Tfc.7.5 door/.not mean that we ad

vocate that other institutions ixv not r<?eponB:L'ble for. snch education.

A great.variety of adult learning opportgni-fcies mus" be provided through
all kinds of institutions: -..aotorias . l:lb.L-ar:.O;^ schoolsy mosques and ■
churches, clubs, cultural centres as wcl'.1 as t.brougii radio, T?V.,
newspapers,

etc.. - ^

.

■
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The Division of Public Service Adult Education Programmes

In the course, of fifty
force in the development of
Egypt.
It has attempted to
expressed above in light of

years, the D.P-S.
has emerged as a major
adult education in the Arab Republic of
embody the.philosophy of continuing education
the specific needs of its urban Egyptian

environments

On the basis of a regular reassessment cf community needs, the.
■
Division provides courses, seminars and other educational services to
adults from all walks of life without ths restrictions of traditional
university requirements.
It seeks both to expand the intellectual and
cultural horizons of individuals as well as to impart skills and knowledge
that can be applied to specific jobs and professions.
It stands ready
to focus on specific problems that threaten to impede the progress of
any sector of the community.
And in the belief that the first problem
of the world today is survival through peace, the Division offers public
programmes designed to create cross-cultural awareness and understanding.

The heart of the' Division1s programme is the'evening non-credit
programme for adults.
This was begun in the fall of 1956 and was

completely revised in 1966,.
In the past seven years enrollment has
increased from 1,400 to 5,000 per semester.*
Demand is such that every
classroom in the American University in Cairo is occupied from 4=30 in
the afternoon until 9:00 at night.
In 1970 the Division has had to rent ■
classroom space outside the University.
In 1964 the Division began a
summer programme with an enrollment of 250,
By 1969 summer enrollment
had grown to over 2,000,
With such an active summer programme, the
Division is the only major educational institute operating at full or

-nearly full capacity in the Arab Republic of Egypt all year round.
The
students include ambassadors, secretaries; students, undersecretaries

of state, taxi driverss and an incroasing number of groups sent by
governmental and non-governmental ^igencias-.
The entire teaching staff
is part-time and is drawn, in large part, from the national universities
and private organizations.
Financially, the Division operates on a near
break-even basis,'since tuition covers most of the costs of instruction
and

administration.

Identification of Heeds

The first task cf the Division has been to identify the community's

educational needs.
some

Prior to re-organization of the D.P.S. (in 1965)

6,000 questionnaires were distributed in person to students,

factory

workers, civil service employees, individuals on city streets, and others.
The current programme was launched on the basis of the responses-received.
However, because many learning needs change rapidly, need identification,
and therefore programme building as well, is an on-going activity, for
which the Division uses

See Table 1

a variety of approaches.

- Appendix I.
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A.

The Division's staff maintains personal acquaintance with a
wide range of local leaders and groups and direct contacts with'
governmental, industrial, business and other community organiza
tions." 'This" is'"done with a view to identifying,' and in some
cases developing jointly, services that meet tha specific.needs

of local organizations.
As one measure of its communication
with such groups, in the past thirteen years the Division has
given courses for 170 governmental and non-governmental organiza
tions.*

B.

Students are provided immediate access to the teaching and
administrative staff and are encouraged to°discuss their
opinions of the courses they are taking and on any o&her

courses

C.

they feel

should be gi^en,

On a more systematic basis, all students are given checklists
and questionnaires each semester. These are examined by teachers
and the D.P-.S. administration with a view to changing course
oontent, approach, or whole course offerings.

D.

In addition the Division has sought information about comparable
institutions in other parts of the world through the exchange
of catalogs and publicity materials. These are available for
examination by students and other interested individuals.

The Present Programme

The present programme was developed in the light, of such investiga
tion, and it may be seen as falling into five major areas:
Evening
Non-credit Courses; In-service Training Special Programmes; Cultural

Programmes; Seminars on Egypt and the Middle East Studies; Publicationsand. Research.

A.

'

The Evening Non-Credit Courses

1.

Languages: Regular English, Conversational English, French,

German, Italian, Spanish, and Arabic for Foreigners (Colloquial
and Literary).

2.
3.

Translation and Interpretation: Arabic/English, and English/

Arabic (written, consecutive and simultaneous).

Public Communication:
Communication Theory and Practice,
Public Relations, Publicity and Advertising, Journalistic

Technology, and Drama.

4■ -5-

Administration:

Public Administration, and Business Administration,

Secretarial Studies: "Typing, Shorthand, Business English,
Secretarial Practice, and Commercial Procedures.

See Appendix II.
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6.

Accounting:

7.

Social and

^Accounting, Bookkeeping,

and Taxation.

Psychological Studies:
Psychology, Marriage and
Family Planning, Family Mental Hygiene, and Care .of the Handi
capped

8.

Child.

Fine Arts:

Drawing and Painting, Ceramics, Stage Design,

Photography,

Advertising Design, Batik Art,

Flower Arrangement,

and Art Appreciation,,

9.

Computer Science Programme:
the world has witnessed

and

technology.

institutions

Realizing this

of Egypt have

computer systems

With the development of the Computer,

a "revolution

in

fact,

all

fields

industrial

of management

and

administrative

shown great interest in acquiring

to improve

their performance.

This

has

created

a great demand for trained personnel.in computer sciences.
meet

this

demand

a comprehensive

programme

in

To

computer science

1 covering a broad, spectrum satisfying various

offered:

Introduction

Workshop,

COBOL Workshop,

Numerical Analysis,

Computer Methods
Engineering,

to Programming,

requirements is
FORTRAN, COBOL, FORTRAN

System Analysis,

Computer Methods

in Statistics,

Computer Methods

Computer Methods

in Mathematical

Computer Methods

in

Programming

in Electrical

Computer
Methods in Simulation, Computer Methods in Demography, Computer
Methods in Inventory Control, and Computer Methods in Operation
Research.

B.

in Chemical Engineering,

.

Special

In-service Training Programmes

Special

in-service training courses are

vocational

-.

.

■
organized

training needs-of government departments

;

.

to meet the specific

and

public and

private

organizations.
They include such subjects as Special English and other
languages, teaching of English, secretarial studies, accounting, community
formation and development in newly reclaimed areas.' On request, classes .
may be held in the headquarters of the organization involved.
A number
of individual services, other than the special programmes, are also offered
within the fratoework of the D.P.3. evening non-credit programme.
The
Division may assist a governmental agency in testing and.interviewing
its personnel for certain professional positions, or it may evaluate
language skills required of candidates for training programmes, scholar
ships
are

and

also

short intensive
arranged

any department or

C.

Cultural

for

courses

the benefit

unit

in

In-service

of students

training programmes

and staff

upon request

of

Programme

become a common

and mistrust between

the conviction that

cause

"Ignorance of each other's ways

tTiroughout

the history

of mankind

and lives

of suspicion

the peoples of the world".
In this spirit and from
education for lasting peace must foster mutual under

standing among people of different national cultures and from all social
the Division has undertaken responsibility for a wide range of

levels,

cultural

■

the University.

The UNESCO Charter states,
has

abroad.

activities

at

the University.

\

.
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Throughout the year seminars, lectures, concerts, "ballet and
theatrical performances, film shows and exhibitions are organized

serve

three main purposes^

opportunities
the Egyptian

countries;

D.P.S.

for

cultural

other

to

keeping foreign communities informed of the
enrichment

available

people with different aspects

in Egypt;

of cultural

and creating cross cultural awareness

acquainting

life

in

other

and understanding among

students.

The Division

co-operates with the Ministry of Culture,

and foreign universities,
in Egypt,

cultural associations,

Egyptian

foreign cultural centres

and cultural sections in different embassies.

Ministers,

Undersecretaries of State, Ambassadors, distinguished lecturers, visitors,
and visiting troupes

D.P.S.

often

attend

student activities

and

participate

in

these

activities.

are designed to encourage team-work,

they provide an outlet for students' interests, and offer enjoyment.
They aim to respond to specific student requests whenever time and
facilities permit.
Four years ago, several attempts were made to make
D.P.S. students feel that they were a part of the Division and the
University.
Picnics and trips were organized.
Social gatherings were

arranged with teachers and/or with the D.P.S,. administration, for

exchanging ideas, solving problems, or discussing and evaluating the
courses and programmes offered.
The students1 reaction was most satis
factory.
The success of these relatively small-scale oxtra-curricular
activities--led the D.P.S. to introduce sporting and dramatic events as
well.
With the larger enrollment, carrying out many student activities
each semester has
necessary

at

and

more

place

times

become

increasingly difficult.

to reduce

emphasis on

the

scope

and

the number and

volume

quality

The Division
of

such

finds

it

activities

of public

cultural

events.

Of course D.P.S. students are invited to these, and it is hoped
that the same objective of student activities will be realized through
active student participation in the general cultural programme.

In planning and. arranging for cultural activities, the D.P.S.
endeavours to sense the cultural needs and tastes of the foreign and
local communities.
Cultural events are the outcome of a combination
of contacts, activities, technical preparations and executive work,
EVents are programmed in view of audience interest and with a view to

maintaining high standards and variety.
Scheduling is governed by
considerations of proper timing,'availability of apace and necessary

equipment, which-may have to be hired.
The Division, of course, handles
all preliminary contacts, reception and service arrangements, and wording,
printing and mailing circulars, announcements and invitations.
Ewart
Hall, Oriental Hall, the New Theatre, Howard Theatre and other facilities
of the American University in Cairo arc available for cultural activities
sponsored by the Division.

D.

Seminars on Egypt and Middle East Studies

The past decade has been a prolongation 'of cold wars and aggressions
between nations and an abrupt increase in world tensions.
International
politics and slogans appear to have blinded man's insight regarding basic
human values.
One promising speck of light in this otherwise dark record
seems to be the development and promotion of cross-cultural contacts.
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Hopefully this may increase man's aspiration- for' international understanding
and gradually reduce'the-effects of political, economic, social, and
cultural differences which' so often frustrate the'efforts of 'men 'to live."
in peace.
By developing-opportunities for such communication'educational
institutions 'can promote :tlie cause'of peace.
As men'examine other cultures
without prejudice ar.d "bias, they "are bound to discover human similarities'
that have always existed among men and nations, but which have often been
ignored,

if seen

In order

tc

at

all.

promote cross-cultural

organizes berninars

on'Egypt

communication, -the-Division

and Middle East Studies

These seminars last from one

for i'oreign groups.
and seak to provide the

to nine waeks

participants with firsthand information on the social, economic, political
and' cultural development and problems of the Region by bringing.th3m

into contact "wvfcli i-c scholars <".nd officials!
Each soninar'programme
is planned around tho specific interests of the group and includes lectures,
disoussions, field visits and research.
.
....
'

E*

PublicatiotiG
The Division encourages and supports a number" of publication activities,
of which ie the Journal of Modern'Education.

the most important
1.

The Journal of Modern Education:

in the i'?-Il" of 19^8,
Arab

educators with information on

education;

and

to

with information

The Journal" has
years

it has

psychology into

published

to provide

trends in international

prcvido Western as Well as Arab educators
on

trends

world education.

the

Since it was first

the Journal has had■two purposes:

and'specific

activities in Arab

'

»

an Arabic section and an English section.
introduced
the Arabic

technical
language..

terms
It

hat

in education
also

Over
and

introduced

some educational pj?aoticoc such as programmed instruction and
team teaching that have been adopted'in a number of schools.
Publication of this

Journal is

supervised by an Editorial Board

of prominent Egyptian experts in education and psychology.
The
editorial work is honorary and carried out by scholars from
tho'Ministry of■Education and Egyptian universities who ■moet
regularly to discuss educational problems,.select topics and
prepare-the Journal' s -manuscript..
Subscribers in the Arab
World, outside Egypt, constitute over 62 per cent of the
total ,subscriptions,
ls000 copies are donated to universities,
institutions, and scholars'in the field-of education.
2.

'

■

Seminar Review;

The Division has

issued

a 5fO--peLge review of

30 lectures and studies on Egypt delivered in the course of
the 1968 summer seminar.
Thase studies covered many aspects
of scientific, economic j technological, social, cultural,
■political and educational development i:n*-Eg;yptB

.,
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F.

Research

Adult education is a-relatively .new and developing field. Because
it caters for people aged 17 to 70, it. has had to. respond to a wide range
of needs from'many segments of the adult population.
Its curriculum is 1
still a'haphazard conglomeration o,f activities,- of ten effective, yet
art-sing from little or-' no' foundation.
Adult education requires that
systematic follow-up and "basic research "be a part of an overall planning
and

organization.

Although there is a number of areas in adult education which needs .
theoretical and applied research, teaching methods and approaches are
the areas most in need of systematic study.
Adult education has been ; .
the last cf the areas of education' to "benefit, from modern teaching,
innovations.
Teaching usually takes the form, of lectures.
Learning is
"by recitation, copying dictated answers , and.memorization for .reproduction
at examination time. While such methods are of dubious utility in
secondary school.and university classrooms, they are even less appropriate
for working adults who have lost their study habits of earlier days.
'Research has. played an important role at.the D.E..S.
Some research
pertains to the identification, of the educational needs of the community
and has "been discussed previously.
Such research provided the basis
for programme revision in 1966-67 and the subsequent growth in enrollment
from 2,000

to

5,000 students

per

semester..

Previously, the Division simply attempted to make an immediate
response to the needs of the" community.
This did not allow time for
enough attention to quality.
Now. .considerable attention is being given
to the quality of the services and Reaching methods it offers.
Through
such attention, the Division is striving to maximize its contribution to
each student, regardless of his educational "background or proficiency
level, in the short period of time he has available for study.

In the past, teaching was simply a combination of classroom lectures
and testing exercises, although occasionally teachers might use audio
visual aids or their own novel approaches.
Now. the Division looks
increasingly to research as the key to the development of new teaching
materials and methods appropriate to adult students.
In the long run,
it helps familiarize all i.ts teachers with the results and incorporate
them into

every course

Grov7th in

the

at

the Division.

Division

Applications for courses in the D."P.S, have increased every semester
for the past thirteen years, and while student enrollment has increased
from 660 per semester in fall i963 to 4.600 in the spring of 1973, the

number of applications exceeded 6,700,

This increase since 1963 has

involved an enrichment of offerings within existing areas rather than
the addition of any new broad areas of study, "For example, there are
now twelve levels offered in the Regular English programme,
While the
Division' s resources are strained by offering English instruction to
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2,400 students per semester, if enrollment was not limited by artificial
mt-ans it is

estimated that demand for such instruction could exceed 10,000.

More advanced courses have "been offered in German, French, painting,
accounting and computer science in response to the demands of students
graduating from lower levels.
The findings and recommendations of D.P.S.;

■research are implemented first en an experimental basis and then in
corporated in the programme in order to upgrade the methods and techniques
of

teaching,

'■■■".•

The successful model of university adult education programmes which ■
the D.P.S. had built during the past 50 years has attracted the national
universities in Egypt to follow its. steps.
Cairo University, En Shams
University and Assiut University have already started similar,' but on a
small scale, programmes.
This development in the attitudes of 'the
universities■' administrators toward the rolo of universities in manpower
training through adult education is considered a great achievement.
Administration of the Division

■

The administration of the D.P.S. programme requires a staff of

modest size.

There are 137 instructors including 39 Ph.D.'s, 45 M.A.'s

and 53 B.A.'s. all of whom work on apart-time basis, and a full-time

administrative staff of 20.

■

:

Asv a unit of the University, the Division'is responsible to an
Administrative committee consisting of ex-officio members: the Director

of the Division as Chairman, the President of the.University, the VicePresident of the University, Dean of the Faculties, and one elected
member from the English Language Institute. ' Other University administrators
and faculty members are invited to attend D.P.S. Administrative Committee
meetings from time to time.
The committee discusses and decides on all
■
D.P.S. policy and activities, including matters reported or proposed by '
the D.P.S.' Director.

No policy,

programme,

or activity is introduced

'■

unless it has received the prior approval of the Administrative Committee.

■

The Director is the executive officer of the Division, and he co
ordinates the work of all its sections;
He may propose action to the' .
Administrative Committee and is responsible for its execution.
He is

responsible for liaison with individuals'and" organizations, outside
the Division.

_ ■

■

■■

'

.

■

Financing the Division

The financing of the D.P.S, suggests both how feasible it is for
a University to offer a continuing.educational programme and how pro
ductive the University affiliation is..for the success of. continuing educa
tion.
On paper the D.P.S. operates.on,a break-even and occasionally
.
■
profit-making basis. That,is to say,.the administration and teaching- {._■■
costs of the Division's activities are.covered by receipts from tuition.
This is only a paper. distinction because the University provides:
.•
.

(l)

Free-space for classrooms, public events, and all ..administrative. ■

functions, including utilities and maintenance; (2) Free use'of the
language laboratories; (3) Hard currency for equipment; and, (4) Free

access to professional advice, not only from the Administrative Committee

'
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■

"but from the University as a wholo.
This may include internal part-time
secondment of teaching and consultative staff whon necessary.

.Tuition fees £-re very low compared with what other private institutions
charge." They range, "between 2 Egyptian Pounds ($5) and 20 Egyptian Pounds ■

($50), depending upon the1 typstof course and the number of sessions and/or

the use of language laboratories and workshops*
This tuition is in
addition to the application fee of 1 Egyptian Pound per course.

A nominal fee is charged for special courses offered to groups from
public and private sector organizations*
The course foe is charged per
class, not per student.
These special courses "barely cover their running
expenses„

■;D.P.S. allows a certain number of auditing and scholarship students
9ach semester,
Pull scholarships are awarded to AUC faculty and staff, '
whose courses are directly connected with thsir jobr., arid^a few outside
students who are eligible for acceptance but are unable to pay the fees.
Admission to the D.P.S. cultural programmes is free a;ad';the expenses
incurred are borne in full by the Division.
A Look into

the

Future

The Division is exerting every effort to meet the challenge of
continuing education.
The heightened demand on the Division has
affirmed the community's need for its services.
Although the D.P.S.
is almost financially self-sufficient, its ability to absorb the ■
increased enrollment of the past five years has depended upon the
availability of university facilities, which are now being used to
, full capacity..
One path open to the Division is to rent off-clarjeroom
facilities.
But it is clear that the demand for D.P.S. services is
such rented facilities could easily become exhausted as well.
For the time being, it is likely that the Division will continue
to give more attantion to increasing the quality rather than the
quantity of the services it provides.
Continuous evaluation and
improvement have become major guidelines for the future of the
programmo.

This applies particularly to the English Language and Secretarial
Studies courses.
The University is seeking' outside professional
assistance in both areas.
Existing syllabi, curricula, text-books,
materials,-audio-visual aids, and placement and promotion exams are
being reviewed in order to improve th-. quality of courses.
New courses
are being considered to meet the changing needs of adults.
A oareful
■study is being undertaken on the availability and selection of teaching
staff., and specific criteria for recruiting teachers have been raised.
More effective methods of controlling applications are being devised
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to moderato tho. pressure of demand for D.P.S. courses. . A modest amount
of research is being.carried out with limited funds,

although much more,

financing is req.uir.ed.

As it attempts to improve the quality of the

programme in light

of the educational demands of individuals and local organizations,

financing is likely to become a more important problem than it has
been in the past, and limitation of services may become a necessity.
The Division does not aspire to become simply another University, but
it is expected that a relatively short-term effort to raise quality in
the Division will "provide the foundation for future programmes that are
more effective in achieving their teaching goals, and that will be just
as inexpensive as, the current programme in the long run.
•
■
Even with the limited facilities at its disposal, the Division has
achieved a reputation in the Cairo community for.offering quality services^
it has done so on a financially self-sustaining basis, and it has gained ■
a reputation as a major force in the promotion and development .of adult
education in the Arab Republic of Egypt.
Though this may be an outstanding
record in itself, it is woefully inadequate when viewed against theneed
for

such educational

services

in Egypt.
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Table 1:

Year

1960-61
1961-62

The D.P.S.

in figures I96O-I973

Semester

.

Student Enrollment

(per semester)
614

First

Second

622

First

614

Second

1962-63

1963-64

572

First

610

Second

662

768 .

First

812 '
263

Second
Summer

1964-65

First

1,101

Second

1,112

Summer ■

1965-66

304

First

1,260

Second

1,744

1,005

Summer

1966-67

First

2,067

.

2,278

Second

842-

Summer

1967-68

First
Summer

2,345
2,888
2',039

First

2,590

Second

1968-69

2,663

Second

1969-70

Summer

2,127

First

2,912

Second

3,603
2;349

Summer

1970-71

3,598
3,979
2,255-

First
Second
Summer

1971-72

First

4,136

Second

4,567

Summer

1972-73

515

First
Second
Summer

■

4,538
4,560

254

.
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SPECIAL PROGRAMMES

1.

Academy of Arts

2.
3.
4.

Academy of Scientific Research and Technology
Administrative Control" .
Agricultural Quarantine
.
'

5.

Al Ahram Brewery Co.

6.
7.

Al Ahram Newspaper
Al-Azhar University and Institutes

8.
9.

1011.

•

•

•

Arab Co* for Radio, Transistors and Electronic Equipment
Arab Contractors (Osman Ahmed Osman) + Arab Contractors1 Institute
Arab Foreign Trade Co.
'
Arab League Center for Industrial Development

12.

Arab Socialist Union

13.
14.
15.

A.R..3, Federation of Trade Unions
'
Aswan Governorate .Regional Planning Project
' .
Banha Co. for^Electronics, Military and "Civil Industries

16.
17.

Bank Misr
Bank of Alexandria

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Cairo
Cairo
Cairo
Canal
Canal

18.
19.

26.

27.

28.
29.

30.
31.
32..
33.
34.

■

'

: -■

.

Bank of Cairo •..:.■.
•
Broadcasting ;and':T.W Corporation

'

.

•

• ' .

.

Clothing and Hosiery Co.
■
Go. for. Foodstuffs and Perfume Extracts
University - Hospitals
Co. for Shipping.
-■'....■
Harbour Works Co.
Central Organization for Auditing

Central Training Organization

The Cooperative Society for Petroleum

Dar El Hilal Foundation
Delta Industrial Co, (IDEAL)

Delta Steel Works Co. .
Eastern Con for Petroleum
Eastern Co-, for Tobacco
Egyptair
Egyptian Agricultural Organization

■
■

:

Egyptian Co. for Enterprises
Egyptian Co. for Fish Marketing
Egyptian Co. for Light Means of Transport

39.
40.

Egyptian Co. for Re-Insurance
■
Egyptian Gypsum and Marble Quarries Co.

41.
42.
43.

.

.

3536.
37-

38.

.

Egyptian Co. for Mechanical Industries (SABl)
Egyptian Maritime Co.
Egyptian National Insurance Co,
Egyptian Sugar.and Distillation Co.

.

(GYMCO)

■

•

-

- ...

.' - -■

...

■
■

.
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44.

Egyptian Trading Co. for Metallic Products (SIGAL)

45.

"El Wadi" Export Co-

46.
4?.
48.

Engineering and Transport Co.
E.S.C.O. Co.
Executive Organization for Desert Projects

for Agricultural

Products

49.■
50.

Faculty Club - Ain Shams University
PAO - Cairo Offico

51.

General Co.

for Electrical

52.

General Co.

for Engineering

53-

General Co.

for Production of Dyeing-Materials

55*

General Co.

for Trade and Chemicals

56.

General Egyptian Book Organization

57.

General Egyptian Organization for Cooporative

54.

Projects

,

.

.

General Egyptian Organization fur Cotton
General Egyptian Organization for Electricity

60.
61.
62.
'6364.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.

General Egyptian
General Egyptian
General Egyptian
General Egyptian
General Egyptian
for Military and
General Egyptian
General Egyptian
General Egyptian
General Egyptian
General Egyptian

70.
71.
72.
73.
7475-

of Reclaimed Areas
General Organization for
General Organization for
General Organization for
General Organisation■for
General Organization for
General Organization for

76.

79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.

.

General Co. for Subterranean Water and Rosoarch (RIGWA)

59-

78.

.

.

58.

77-

.

and Agricultural Credit

Organization for Engineering Industries'
Organization for -Insurance
Organization for Land Reclamation
Organization for Land Rehabilitation
Organization for. Military Factories (Helwan Co.
Civil Industries)
Organization for Military Factories and Aviation
Organization for Petroleum
Organization for ^pinning and Weaving
Organization for Trade
Organization for Utilization and Development
Agrarian Reform
Cairo Water Supply
Health Insurance
Industrialization
Insuranoe
.
International Exhibitions and Fairs

General Organization for Provisions

'

General

Organization for Rural Electricity

General Organization for Theatre, Music and Folklore
General Petroleum Co.
Goumhouria Bank

.'-..-

Helwan Co. for Military Industries and Workshop equipment
High Dam Co. for Electrical and Industrial Projects
Higher Agricultural Institute - Mansoura
Higher Council for Family Planning
Higher Council for Universities
Higher Council for Youth Welfare
.
.
Higher Institute for Art Education

